
R.E Overview Year 4 

 
Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6 

Religion 
Judaism  

 

  Christianity  

 

Christianity 

Focus and key themes 

(e.g. Forgiveness) 

Beliefs and Practices 

How special is the relationship Jews 

have with God?  

(Believing, Belonging) 

  Easter 

“Is forgiveness always possible?” 

 Beliefs and practices 

What is the best way for a Christian to 

show commitment to God? 

Beliefs and teachings 

(from various religions) 
Children can describe the key beliefs 

and teachings of the religions studied, 

making some comparisons between 

religions. Children expand on their 

knowledge of world religions from KS1. 

Children can: 

· describe the key teachings and beliefs of 

a religion; 

· begin to compare the main festivals of 

world religions; 

· refer to religious figures and holy books. 

  Children can: 

· describe the key teachings and beliefs of 

a religion; 

· begin to compare the main festivals of 

world religions; 

· refer to religious figures and holy books. 

 Children can: 

· describe the key teachings and beliefs of 

a religion; 

· begin to compare the main festivals of 

world religions; 

· refer to religious figures and holy books. 

Rituals,  ceremonies and 

lifestyles (from various 

religions) 
Moving on from KS1, children look at the 

concepts of belonging, identity and 

meaning. Children understand what 

belonging to a religion might look like, 

through practices and rituals, and what 

it might involve. Children begin to 

discuss and present thoughtfully their 

own and others’ views. Children also 

explore pilgrimages as a part of a 

religious life. 

Children can: 

· identify religious artefacts and how they 

are involved in daily practices and rituals; 

· describe religious buildings and how they 

are used; 

· explain religious ceremonies and rituals 

and their importance for people’s lives 

and sense of belonging. 

  Children can: 

· identify religious artefacts and how they 

are involved in daily practices and rituals; 

· describe religious buildings and how they 

are used; 

· explain religious ceremonies and rituals 

and their importance for people’s lives 

and sense of belonging. 

 Children can: 

· identify religious artefacts and how they 

are involved in daily practices and rituals; 

· describe religious buildings and how they 

are used; 

· explain religious ceremonies and rituals 

and their importance for people’s lives 

and sense of belonging. 

How beliefs are 

expressed 
Children explore the expression of 

beliefs through books, scriptures, art and 

other important means of 

communication. Children then move on 

to exploring a range of beliefs, symbols 

and actions to express meaning. 

Children can explain the meaning of 

religious stories and sources of wisdom 

and the traditions from which they 

come. 

Children can: 

· begin to identify religious symbolism in 

different forms of art and 

communication; 

· looking at holy texts and stories, explain 

meaning in a story; 

· express their beliefs in different forms, with 

respect for others’ beliefs and 

comparing beliefs. 

  Children can: 

· begin to identify religious symbolism in 

different forms of art and 

communication; 

· looking at holy texts and stories, explain 

meaning in a story; 

· express their beliefs in different forms, with 

respect for others’ beliefs and comparing 

beliefs. 

 Children can: 

· begin to identify religious symbolism in 

different forms of art and 

communication; 

· looking at holy texts and stories, explain 

meaning in a story; 

· express their beliefs in different forms, with 

respect for others’ beliefs and comparing 

beliefs. 

Time to reflect and 

personal growth 
Children further explore how an 

appreciation of religion plays an 

important role in the lives of some 

people. They make links to expressing 

identity and belonging, including links 

to communities they may belong to. 

They notice and respond sensitively to 

different views. 

Children can: 

· understand that personal experiences 
and feelings can influence their 
attitudes and actions; 

· offer suggestions about why religious and 
non-religious leaders and followers 
have acted the way they have; 

· ask questions that have no agreed 
answers, and offer suggestions as 
answers to those questions; 

· understand that there are similarities and 
differences between people and 
respect those differences. 

  Children can: 

· understand that personal experiences 
and feelings can influence their attitudes 
and actions; 

· offer suggestions about why religious and 
non-religious leaders and followers have 
acted the way they have; 

· ask questions that have no agreed 
answers, and offer suggestions as 
answers to those questions; 

· understand that there are similarities and 

differences between people and respect 

those differences. 

 Children can: 

· understand that personal experiences 
and feelings can influence their attitudes 
and actions; 

· offer suggestions about why religious and 
non-religious leaders and followers have 
acted the way they have; 

· ask questions that have no agreed 
answers, and offer suggestions as 
answers to those questions; 

· understand that there are similarities and 

differences between people and respect 

those differences. 

Values (in your own life 

and others lives) 
Children develop their appreciation of 

the ways in which people’s values are 

an important aspect of their lives. They 

make links to responsibility and 

citizenship and choices they make 

affecting their lives. Children begin to 

understand the concept of shared 

values and how a community can use 

shared values.. 

Children can: 

· make informed choices and understand 
the consequences of choices; 

· describe how shared values in a 
community can affect behaviour and 
outcomes; 

· discuss and give opinions on morals and 
values, including their own. 

  Children can: 

· make informed choices and understand 
the consequences of choices; 

· describe how shared values in a 
community can affect behaviour and 
outcomes; 

· discuss and give opinions on morals and 

values, including their own. 

 Children can: 

· make informed choices and understand 
the consequences of choices; 

· describe how shared values in a 
community can affect behaviour and 
outcomes; 

· discuss and give opinions on morals and 

values, including their own. 

Progressive Activities/ Can I’s. 

 

Including detail of possible 

activities and diving 

deeper activities for 

Knowledge Booklets 

 Can I discuss the importance of 

agreements? (school/class charter) 

 Can I explain the purpose of the Ten 

Commandments? 

 Can I explore how Jewish People still 

have a special relationship with God? 

 Can I make symbols of the relationship 

between God and the Jewish 

People? 

 Can I evaluate  how easy/hard it is to 

for Jews to follow the covenant? 

   Can I describe a time when I have 

forgiven? 

Revisit Easter story – pick out times when 

Jesus showed forgiveness (e.g to Peter and 

Judas) Give Six scenarios in which someone 

does something wrong – decision making 

would we forgive or not? Include current 

issues and ethical questions 

Dive Deeper: Why would/wouldn’t you 

forgive in this context? 

  Can I discuss my special place and how I 

feel when I am there? 

Can I investigate baptism? 

Can I investigate Holy Communion? 

Can I investigate Jesus’ teachings about 

worship? 

Can I evaluate if people need to go to 

church to show they are Christians? 

Can I design a special place? 



 Can I write an affirmation? Can I describe what a Christian might learn 

about forgiveness from a Biblical text? 

Discuss what we know about Jesus and his 

enemies 

Read: Luke 6: 27-36 – love for enemies – Did 

Jesus always forgive? Is it always possible to 

forgive? 

Can I explain Jesus’ teachings on 

forgiveness? 

Matthew 18: 21-35 (The Unforgiving Servant) 

parable – simple comprehension linked to 

the teachings 

Can I share my thoughts on Christians views 

of forgiveness? 

Invite a Christian visitor in – Q&A on their 

beliefs about forgiveness – ask “is 

forgiveness always possible” – discuss 

Can I compare how Jesus shows 

forgiveness to Christians today? 

Activity sheet provided from Discovery RE 

pg 25 

Can I show what forgiveness means to me? 

Own art work to represent what forgiveness 

means to them – depict in painting/play 

doh etc. 

Essential Vocabulary 

 

Agreement 

Trust  

Consequences 

Torah 

Ner Tamid 

Mezuzah 

Scroll 

Declaration 

Faith 

Affirmation 

Tallit 

  Forgiveness 

Resurrection 

Wrong/hurtful 

Perceptions 

Empathy 

Believing 

Behaving 

 Church 

Baptism 

John the Baptist 

River Jordan 

Holy Communion 

Commandments 

Bible 

Believing 

Belonging 

Need to Know 

Information 

 

 

 

 Jews believe there is one god who not 

only created the world, but whom 

every Jew can have a personal and 

individual relationship with. 

 Jewish history begins with the 

covenant  between God and 

Abraham 

 Abraham is considered the founder of 

Judaism 

 The Ten Commandments were written 

by God upon two tablets of stone and 

then given to Moses on Mount Sinai. 

 

   Jesus forgave Peter when he said that he 

didn’t know Him three times and the rooster 

crowed 

Jesus forgave Judas for telling the Jewish 

leaders who He was so that they could kill 

Him. 

Jesus said you should forgive people 7x70 

times. 

Jesus teaches that if anyone slaps you on 

the cheek you should turn the other cheek 

to them.  

Jesus teaches that you should even love 

your enemies. 

The Lord’s Prayer is how Jesus taught 

Christians to pray. 

The Last Supper is the final meal that Jesus 

shared with his apostles in Jerusalem before 

his crucifixion. 

 Christians get their babies baptised at 

church. 

Christians go to church to take part in Holy 

Communion. The bread is to remember 

Jesus’ body and the wine is to remember 

His blood when He died so they need the 

church for this. 

Some Christians worship at church in a lively 

way, singing songs. 

John the Baptist is an important figure in the 

Bible. 

Jesus came from Galilee to be baptized by 

John in the River Jordan. 

 

 

Links to other learning 

and subjects 

British Values 

Rule of Law – The Covenant/Torah 

Individual Liberty 

Mutual Respect 

Tolerance of Those of Different Faiths 

PSHE- understanding and recognising the 

beliefs of others 

  PSHE: life scenarios – forgiveness, rules etc. 

British Values 

 PSHE 

 


